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Usability Scoring Methodology
G2 rates products and vendors based on reviews gathered from our user community, as well as data 
aggregated from online sources and social networks. We apply a unique, patent-pending algorithm to this 
data to calculate the product’s Usability Score. The information shown reflects scores calculated using the 
G2 usability algorithm v1.0 BETA in real time.

The Usability score is affected by the following (in order of importance):

 ■ Customer satisfaction with the ease of use for each product based on reviews by G2 users
 ■ Customer satisfaction with the ease of admin for each product based on reviews by G2 users
 ■ Customer responses to the Meets Requirements question on G2
 ■ User adoption percentage based on reviews and by G2 users
 ■ The number of reviews received on G2; buyers trust a product with more reviews, and a greater 

number of reviews indicates a more representative and accurate reflection of the customer experience

Usability Index Inclusion Criteria
For a category to be data ready for a Usability Index Report, it requires:

 ■ 6+ Products with 10+ reviews and 5+ answers to the following questions
 ■ Ease of Use
 ■ Ease of Admin*
 ■ Meets Requirements
 ■ What percentage of users adopted the product?*
 ■ 150+ reviews in the category overall
 ■ All key players in that category included

SYSPRO Among the Highest Rated ERP 
Systems for Usability by G2 Crowd
G2 scores products and vendors based on reviews gathered from our user community, as well as data 
aggregated from online sources and social networks. We apply a unique algorithm to this data to calculate 
customer satisfaction and market presence scores in real time.

How Does SYSPRO Stack Up?

Breaking Down SYSPRO’s Usability Score
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SYSPRO User Reviews on G2 Crowd

What Do Users Like Best About SYSPRO’s Usability?
“SYSPRO is a comprehensive, extremely flexible, all-inclusive business management software package. It 
has all the modules that a small to medium sized manufacturer or distributor needs, from its accounting 
package to distribution, to manufacturing suite of programs. Furthermore, it sits on a SQL database, making 
reporting and custom development relatively easy and affordable.” – Validated Reviewer, Administrator, 
April 2019

“Software is a very complete package and very versatile. Allows you to define and customize processes and 
procedures to fit your business. Product is always evolving and adding new features and improving 
on existing ones.” – Validated Reviewer, Administrator, December 2019

“The fact that SYSPRO has something to handle any situation. The ability to customize to my needs.” – 
David S., November 2018

“Like its integration with windows functionality. You can find and sort very easily. This makes the 
application more user friendly since users are able to work faster. The support is also great since 
suggestions actually get implemented in future roll outs.” – Validated Reviewer, Administrator, June  2018

“I like the simple, straight-forward interface. The customization features make the day-to-day orders much 
easier. It’s easy to dig deep and find specific information.” – Dylan T., June 2018

For more information, visit G2 Crowd’s Top 20 Easiest to Use ERP Systems online report.

To read more SYSPRO user reviews, visit SYSPRO’s G2 Crowd profile.
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https://www.g2crowd.com/categories/erp-systems#easiest_to_use
https://www.g2crowd.com/products/syspro/reviews
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